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Skier Responsibility Code

The points listed in the Cross-Country Responsibility 
Code are the “rules of the road” when you are in the Park.  
The primary safety consideration and obligation under 
the Cross-Country Responsibility Code is to ski in a 
controlled and responsible manner.  Failure to follow the 
Cross-Country Responsibility Code may result in 
withdrawal of access privileges.

There are elements of risk that common sense and 
personal awareness can help reduce.  Regardless of how 
you decide to use the trails, always show courtesy to 
others.  Please adhere to the code listed below and share 
with others the responsibility for a safe outdoor 
experience.

1.  Always check posted trail conditions.

2.  Ski in the direction indicated and obey all posted 
signs and warnings.  Keep o� closed trails.

3.  Always ski to the right when meeting on-coming 
skiers and when skiing on double track.

4.  Yield the track to faster skiers and skiers calling 'track'.

5.  Ski in control.  On two-way trails, descending skiers 
have the right-of-way.

6.  Do not stop where you obstruct a trail or are not 
visible to others.  Move o� the track quickly if you fall 
or during rest stops.

7.  Do not litter. Take out what you pack in. Respect all 
property.

8.  Report all incidents.

The Park also recommends that you never ski alone.

Know the Code — be safety conscious. 
It is your responsibility.

Madeley Creek Ski Trails

Madeley Creek Loop  3.9 km 

Norwegian Woods  5.0 km

Lunch Lake  1.1 km

Way To Go  0.6 km

Madeley Road  4.3 km 

Howe It Goes  2.5 km

Loon Lake Loop  2.5 km

Falls Bypass 0.2 km

Snowshoe Trails

Madeley Explorer  3.6 km 

Callaghan Explorer 1.7 km

emergency (day time)     778-228-4586
emergency (after hours)     911!

Madeley
Creek

Trails

Legend

Caution avalanche area

Ski trail – double green / easiest
Ski trail – green / easy
Ski trail – blue / intermediate
Ski trail – black / advanced

Snowshoe trail

Pet-friendly area

Walker-friendly area
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Bathroom
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